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USS Huron Mission Number 85. "BLOOD LUST PART II"

=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= CONTINUE Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= 

Randi:
::walks into SB OPS with Varesh::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Entering OPS Center.::  CIV: Reporting as ordered, sir.

CO_Adamson:
@::on the runabout USS Rideau, SB 71 in sight.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::enters SBOPS looking around::

CIV_Williams:
::Standing in OPS wondering what exactly is going on::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::walks in with Patrick wondering what is going on::

EO_Jones:
::enters SB OPS::

Randi:
::waves to Tio to come and join her::

CEO_Woo:
::walks into OPS with arms crossed, a little peeved that he wasn't allowed to return to the Huron::

Dvari:
::in sickbay watching Todd as he lies there looking dead to the world::::

SO_Shiar:
:: enters SB OPS::

CO_Adamson:
@COM:SBOPS:  This is Capt Adamson on the USS Rideau, request permission to dock.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::in SB OPS at SCI I::

EO_Jones:
::sees the CEO and goes over to join him::

SB OPS:
COM: CO: Permission granted.  Proceed to bay 21 Gamma.

CTO_Ayidee:
CIV: We were stopped from going to the ship, what is happening here?  ::Waves to Randi that he'll be there shortly.::

CEO_Woo:
::waves to the EO; tries to 'wipe' away the look on his face so as not to appear rude::

CO_Adamson:
@COM:SBOPS:  Understood.  Where is the Huron docked and do you know the whereabouts of my crew ?

Dvari:
::begins to run some tricorder readings on her husband::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::looks over at Patrick:: FCO: I wonder what is going on?

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Do you have any idea what's going on?

CIV_Williams:
::holds up his hands to the Huron Crew:: All: Your patience for a moment, we are trying to get to the bottom of some very disturbing situations.

Dvari:
::moves the device over his body::

Capt_Adelphi:
::Walks into OPS:: All: I am Captain Roderick Adelphi. Second in Command of Starbase 71

CO_Adamson:
@::Cuts engines and manouvers with thrusters into port.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
OPS: That I don't know.

SB OPSsays:
COM: CO: The senior staff are here in Ops, sir.  The Huron is on post-upgrade testing.

CEO_Woo:
::laughs:: EO: I was just about to ask you... all I know is that we were summoned here... ::shrugs::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Walks back over towards Randi::

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Same here.

Randi:
Tio:  Do you know what is going on? ::whispering::

CO_Adamson:
@COM:SBOPS:  Put Cmdr Richmond on then Ens.

CIV_Williams:
Capt: I am Commander Williams from the USS Huron, my crew stands ready to assist SB personell just let me know where you need them

Dvari:
::sees the readings and runs the scan again::

CEO_Woo:
::tries to eavesdrop::

CO_Adamson:
@::docks and sees the Klaxons going.:: Self:  What the.....

Capt_Adelphi:
CIV: Commander, I was relieved to see you were here. currently my Science Department is looking into the sensor logs. perhaps you have personnel onhand to assist?

SB OPS:
COM: CO: Maybe you should come to Ops, sir.

SO_Shiar:
::paces up and down::

Dvari:
Self: Curious, his hemaglobin levels are very low. ::wonders why::

CIV_Williams:
*CO* Captain, this is Cmdr  Williams, Cmdr Richmond is ill and in Sickbay

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::furrows brow as she reads the internal sensor logs::

Capt_Adelphi:
CSO Ladd here has some very interresting findings. Lieutenant?

CTO_Ayidee:
::whispers:: Randi: No real idea yet.

CO_Adamson:
SBOPS:  I'm on my way.  Adamson out.  ::Cuts the engines. Grabbing her bag, she opens the door and exits the runabout.::  *CIV*:  Status of him Cmdr.  I'm on my way up to Ops now ?

CIV_Williams:
CEO/EO/SO: Assist SB sensor team in reviewing the logs

SB_CSO_Ladd:
Capt: Yes Sir. I have detected trace levels of sulphomethaic gas - highly anaesthetic properties

CO_Adamson:
::moves at a quick pace to the nearest TL.:: Computer:  Operations.  ::feels the lift moving.::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
Capt: throughout the entire station.

Dvari:
::orders a nurse to infuse her hubby with more red blood cells::

CIV_Williams:
*CO* Unconcious from the last status report I got Captain

Capt_Adelphi:
SBCSO: Intruiging....is there a known method of dispersement?

SO_Shiar:
:: goes to SCI and takes a look::

CO_Adamson:
*CIV*:  Understood.

CEO_Woo:
CIV: Aye, sir ::walks over to the SB CSO:: SB CSO: How may I assist?

EO_Jones:
CIV:  Aye, Sir.  ::looks over to the CEO to see where he wants her::

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt Adelphi: Are the stations chronometers working correctly?

CO_Adamson:
::leans back against the back wall of the TL and closes her eyes.::

Capt_Adelphi:
CTO: yes, our Engineers have run several diagnostics, and have also checked with time beacons on several comm bouies in the quadrant

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::feels a touch crouded, thinks these ship people.. humph:: Capt: The ventilation shafts. THere is an explosion of the gass each time, while these flashes occur.

Dvari:
Nurse: I'm going to check out those bodies in the morgue. Please keep me informed on the Commander's progress.

CO_Adamson:
::feels the TL stop and exits.  She hurries into OPs, throwing her bag into a corner.  Moving up behind the group she listens in.::

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt: Really?  Then why have 4 hours past, yet it feels like 20 minutes?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
Capt: Possibly causing the flashes ::steps away from SCI 1::

CIV_Williams:
*Dvari* Whats the status of Cmdr Richmond?

CEO_Woo:
::blinks a few times, then decides to begin anyways by bringing up some logs to review::

Capt_Adelphi:
All: Accoarding to Starfleet, there is a 4 hour time period in question

CO_Adamson:
::moves up to Cmdr Williams and Capt Aldephi.  She nods to Adelphi.::

EO_Jones:
::looks over the CEO's shoulder::

Nurse:
Dvari: Of course Mrs. Richmond. Please don't worry. ::smiles::

CIV_Williams:
CO: Its good to see you back Captain, I hope your trip back was less eventful then mine.

Dvari:
::heads for the morgue area and begins her examinations::

Capt_Adelphi:
::Nods at Adamson::

CEO_Woo:
::looks up confused:: SB CSO: What exactly are we looking for?

CO_Adamson:
Civ:  It was quite the adventure.  Remind me to tell you about it sometime.  Report George.

SO_Shiar:
SB_CSO: i think the method of dispersal could be the cause of the flashes

EO_Jones:
::moves over to another console and brings up the sensor logs::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::slips my hand in Patrick's and whispers:: FCO: Does any of this make sense to you?

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt: Any signs of Temporal Displacement?  Anything to explain this...this void?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: I suppose, I do think they have something to do with each other.

Dvari:
::grabs a lazer scalpel and slices along the chest of the first body::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::looks at CEO:: CEO: huh?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::whispers:: OPS: Not yet lass. I just keep listening to find out.

SO_Shiar:
SB_CSO: i agree

CEO_Woo:
::stares, and blinks:: SBCSO: The sensor logs. Are we looking for anything in particular?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CEO: I am sorry, too many people in an enclosed environment, sometimes it gets to me.... what was it I said you did not understand?

Dvari:
::pulls back the chest walls and places her hand inside::

Capt_Adelphi:
CTO: There was a gaseous emmission and then someone obviously tampered with internal chronometers onboard the station

CIV_Williams:
CO: There appears to be some discrepency between the chronometers and the passing of time.

EO_Jones:
CEO:  I'm going to look for any signs of temporal or other kinds of anomalies.

CO_Adamson:
CIV:  Temperal distortion ?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CEO: Oh. Sorry. If you look here and here, the concentration of gasses gets stronger about the time of the flashes.

Dvari:
::takes a blood sample for the lab::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::points to the points of the sensor logs she is refering to::

CIV_Williams:
CO: Unsure, I beamed over here and in the transport lost about an 4 hours of time, no memory of what happened.

Dvari:
Self: Looks normal enough

CEO_Woo:
SBCSO: Ah, yes, I understand, thank you for pointing that out ::continues his search::

CO_Adamson:
CIV:  That is quite the mystery.  Does this have anything to do with Cmdr Richmond's illness ?

EO_Jones:
CEO:  No signs of temporal displacement or any other kind of temporal anomaly ... this is not temporal in nature, Sir.

Capt_Adelphi:
All: the Sector Commander has been advised of the situation and has placed me in control until his arrival

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt: Obvious next question, where did the gas come from?  Internal sensors should be able to come up with something.  I know the station is kept well enough for sensors to detect that.

SO_Shiar:
SB_CSO: what's your theory on the effect of the gas

CO_Adamson:
Capt Adelphi:  Where is Fox ?

Dvari:
Self: Wait....something's wrong here.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: It does something to effect our memory... hence the passage of time without our noticing it.

CIV_Williams:
CO: Unknown, 4 dead bodies have shown up in the Sick Bay.  No one is sure how they got there.

Dvari:
::moves to the second body and samples the blood there::

Dvari:
Self: Now this is very strange.

CIV_Williams:
CO: Todd was found down, if it happened during the down time people could have saw it, and now don't remember.

CO_Adamson:
::ponders the information.::

EO_Jones:
::continues to read the sensor logs:: CEO:  Sir, look at this.

SO_Shiar:
SB_CSO: can't argue with that

CEO_Woo:
::looks up:: EO: Yes?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: Yes it is clear that the gas is effecting everyone's memories?

CO_Adamson:
Capt_Adelphi:  Where is the Fox ?

Dvari:
::the third body shows the same thing:: Self: Ok, I need to report this.

EO_Jones:
CEO:  This almost looks like a weapons signature ... ::shows him what she's found::

Capt_Adelphi:
CTO: The Gas in question is similar in nature to Nitrous Oxide. it is an engineered compound that our labs are currently analyzing. apperantly it is set off by a chemical reaction with heat, which in this case would be the explosions that caused the containers to rupture

ADM_Skyler:
::Enters the room::

ADM_Skyler:
Capt: talk to me Rod

CEO_Woo:
EO: Hmm... you may be right... Computer, verify: Is what we're seeing on the monitor a weapons signature?

SO_Shiar:
:: brings up times of flashes and points to the last of them:: SB_CSO: i can't remember anything before then

CO_Adamson:
::sees fox enter.::

CIV_Williams:
CO/Capt: I sugest handing our personal chronometer, that way we can better monitor the flow of time around us, and keep our bearings, also set tricorders for continuous recording so if we notice a lapse in time we can review our actions.

Dvari:
*CIV*: Commander, this is Dvari Richmond in sickbay, I have some very interesting test results for you.

Capt_Adelphi:
::Stands at attention:: Aye sir...we were just analyzing some data. Lt Ladd can fill you in on the details sir

CIV_Williams:
*Dvari* Report

CEO_Woo:
SBCSO, SO: But what would be the purpose of releasing this gas?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: none of us can... it is the effect of the gas.

CO_Adamson:
::nods:: CIV:  Make it so.

CEO_Woo:
SBCSO, SO: As in, what could there possibly be to gain?...

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CEO: to make sure we did not remember something.

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt: Can I see a list of who had knowledge of or access to this gas?

CO_Adamson:
SBCSO:  A correlationbetween the gas and the deaths ?

CIV_Williams:
All: Replicate personal chronometers for yourself, everyone is to carry a tricorder set on continuous record.

Dvari:
*CIV: It seems that our dead crewmen are missing the hemaglobin in their red blood cells and Commander Richmond is very low on that as well.

SO_Shiar:
CEO: perhap to carry out some form of sabotage

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: Well the deaths seemed to occur during the flashes... I would imagine that correlates...

ADM_Skyler:
::whispers:: CO:someone is poisoning my station? for what reason though?

SO_Shiar:
:: thinks Romulans but dismisses::

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Or to hide something someone is doing ...

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  I don't know, but we will find out, that I can promise you.

Computer:
 CEO/EO: Negative. Weapons signature undetected.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Sets Tricorder to continuous scan and replicates the Chronometer.::

ADM_Skyler:
Capt: Rod, have the visual logs been analyzed?

CO_Adamson:
SBCSO:  Anything unusual besides the memory loss after the gas disappates ?

CIV_Williams:
*Dvari* Can you say that in English...what I am saying is what could cause them to loose their Hemogoban, or whatever it is you said they where missing?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: well I don't really know much else... like what caused the people to die. You may have to talk to the medical staff about that. I believe they are performing the autopsies now as we speak.

CIV_Williams:
*Dvari* Would that explain apearant memory loss in those not as seriously effected?

Dvari:
*CIV*:Sir, running tests now....seems to be some type of residue in the cells..trying to identify now.

Capt_Adelphi:
ADM: Sir, the Visual logs for the time periods in question have been wiped. whoever did this covered their tracks very well

OPS-O`Guinn:
::replicates the necessary things and hands one set to Patrick::

CO_Adamson:
::ponders what has been said.::

CIV_Williams:
*Dvari* Keep me informed.

Dvari:
*CIV*: Unknown at this time.

CO_Adamson:
SBCSO:  Theorize...  WOuld this be a form of feeding ?

Dvari:
*CIV*: Aye sir, sickbay out.

Randi:
TIO:  It sounds like the gas was used to cover up the murders...

FCO_O`Guinn:
::takes the chronometer and tricoder from Shannon::

CIV_Williams:
CO/Adm/Capt: It seems the bodies in sickbay are missing hemoglobin, and Cmdr Richmonds is very low.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: Quite possibly.

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: I think so, eliminate any witnesses.

ADM_Skyler:
All: Until further notice, you are not to remain alone. I will be with Capt Adamson, Commander Willaims, you will remain atr OPS with Capt Adelphi

Randi:
CO:  Are we sure the bodies in sickbay are real bodies?

SO_Shiar:
CO: you mean like a vampire?

CO_Adamson:
SB_CSO:  Lets continue along this premise...  if we can find a way to keep someone concious during its next feeding we can find out for sure.

CIV_Williams:
SO: Run scans on everyone is ops, I want to know if we are missing any hemoglobin

SO_Shiar:
::looks sceptical:

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt Adelphi: Can I see a list of who had access to this gas in question?

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Quite possibly Lt.  Its in the relam of possibilities.

Dvari:
Nurse: Come here please and take theses blood samples and run them through the analyser, try checking for anything that shouldn't be there.

CEO_Woo:
Self: Vampires... ::looks at the EO, bewildered::

Nurse:
Dvari: Yes ma'am. What am I looking for exactly?

Randi:
CO:  Are we sure the bodies in sickbay are real bodies?

SO_Shiar:
CIV: no-one. we're all fine

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: Yes sir. If there is hemoglobin missing, then well within the realm of possibilities.

Capt_Adelphi:
::Passes the list to the CTO:: Here is a total root cargo manifest of all compounds that have been brought in or out of the station in the last 30 days, and who has handled them

CIV_Williams:
::Grabs a tricorder for himself and sets it to record his surroundings::

CO_Adamson:
Randi:  No, but good thinking.  Who is doing the autopsies ?

Dvari:
Nurse: If I knew that, the tests would not be necessary.

CEO_Woo:
::getting frustrated, not finding much in the logs::

EO_Jones:
::looks at the CEO and shrugs her shoulders ... it doesn't make sense to her either::

Randi:
CO:  I don't know Maam...

Dvari:
::watches the nurse walk away mumbling something::

CO_Adamson:
Randi:  I think Cmdr Williams mentioned Dvari... Please contact her to confirm these are legit bodies.

Randi:
CO:  But to take the red bloods cells out of a human being means either an entity we don't know about, or the most obvious answer is they are not real bodies.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: Perhaps if I work with the med staff we can find an antidote to the gas... that may clear some of this mess up.

CIV_Williams:
Adm/CO: Here ::Hands them Tricorders set to record there activities::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::sets the tricorder and chronometer::

Randi:
CO: Yes Maam...

Dvari:
::moves back to Todd and checks on him::

CO_Adamson:
::takes the tricorder.:: Civ:  Thanks George.

CTO_Ayidee:
Capt Adelphi: Very good.  ::Moves to Computer console.::  Computer: Cross reference names on list with those who have been killed in the last 4 hours.  Look for links of Service records and backgrounds.

Randi:
*Dvari*:  Dvari, the Captain wants to know if these dead bodies could be fakes?  In other words, not real people.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::sets the tricoder to record walks up to the Captain:: CO: Ma'am what would you like me to do?

SO_Shiar:
CEO: maybe we should get Med staff to check for puncture marks and we should all wear some garlic  ::grins::

Dvari:
XO: C'mon darling, wake up and tell us what happened.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::gets a new idea:: Computer: run a query on this gas composition detected in the internal sensor logs. Is there a known antidote?

EO_Jones:
::sees nothing more in the sensor logs either::

ADM_Skyler:
::Also looks at the list:: Angel, look at this......Computer: access this list with the list of personnel assigned to chemical agents handling and disposal at Delta Main prior to the tanker explosion, and cross referance

CEO_Woo:
::shivers:: SO: That is NOT funny!

Computer:
SB_CSO: Affirmative.  There is one known antidote - Trimethylchlorinide.

EO_Jones:
CEO:  There's nothing here ::is getting very frustrated::

CO_Adamson:
::goes and looks over the Adm's shoulder.::

CTO_Ayidee:
SO: Garlic?  Why would we wear a spice?

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  Interesting coicidence ?

ADM_Skyler:
CO: did I just hear Trimethyl Chloride?

CO_Adamson:
::slowly nods.::

CEO_Woo:
CTO: You don't need to be exposed to such... horrendous horror stories

Dvari:
::hears the comm:: *Randi*: Randi, fake? They are very real, just dead and missing part of their blood components.

ADM_Skyler:
CO: there were Four people who are from your ship on both lists..........Adamson, Richmond, Ayidee, and Williams.....

SO_Shiar:
CEO: sorry, trying to lighten the mood

CO_Adamson:
SBCSO/SO: I like to two of you to work on an antidote before the next flash.  Someone needs to be awake.

Randi:
CO: Maam, Dvari says they are real people, not fakes.

CEO_Woo:
SO: Riight. ::looks at the SO suspiciously, subconsciously rubbing his neck::

SO_Shiar:
CEO: i'm not fond of the CO's Vampire idea

CTO_Ayidee:
CEO: Ah, so its like wearing Catnip to keep away the Dogs of Melron, I see.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
CO: Yes sir. I will start replication of the drug right away.

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  And Richmond has been infected or eaten from.  So who is next ?

ADM_Skyler:
CO: Unknown.....

CEO_Woo:
CTO: Hrm? Indeed... Hmm... you're a Caitian... let me see your teeth...

ADM_Skyler:
Computer: Execute emergency Launch of USS Ynes. High Priority Mission, Authorization Skyler 55 Alpha tango

CO_Adamson:
ADm:  The four of us should stick together... I mean the remaining three... force in numbers.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::leaves OPS to go to sickbay to begin replication of the drug::

Dvari:
::turns and looks at Todd, running her hand over his cheek:: XO: Can you hear me darling?

CIV_Williams:
CO/Adm: Permission to go to sickbay and check on the Corpses and see if I can find any similarities.

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Excuse me ma'am but is there somethin I might be able to help with?

CTO_Ayidee:
CEO: My teeth?  Why?

CO_Adamson:
;:nods at George.::

SO_Shiar:
:: laughs at CEO's response::

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Yes Lt

EO_Jones:
::watches the CEO and CTO with amusement::

ADM_Skyler:
CO: you and myself will go to the Ynes and set up a mobile command post in the decontamination area

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Ma'am is there somethin I might be able to help with?

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  Aye Sir.

Dvari:
XO: Time to wake up Todd, please I need you.

CIV_Williams:
::Heads to the TL:: COmputer: SIckbay

CEO_Woo:
CTO: ne-never mind... I can see them even when you're simply talking... ::smiles nervously::

CEO_Woo:
::turns back to his monitor in his fruitless review::

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  I'm not sure yet Patrick...

EO_Jones:
::chuckles to herself::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Turns back to the Computer, confused.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am. ::walks over stands out of the way::

Dvari:
::tries to remember that old Vulcan technique::

Randi:
::trys to give TIO comfort by just being with him::

CO_Adamson:
*SBCSO*  Once you find the antidote, please if Shiar is agreeable, use him as a test case.  His logical mind may be best suited for this test.

SO_Shiar:
:: notices SB CSO missing::

ADM_Skyler:
*CIV* In the mean time, you will be kept under supervision at all times, unless otherwise noted. yourself and Lieutenant Ayidee will be monitored until  further notice

CTO_Ayidee:
FCO: What would be the best way if someone wanted to distribute the gas throughout the station?

Dvari:
Self: I wonder...::slaps Todd's face::

Randi:
CO:  Ma'am, I will stay with Tio if that is all right with you.

CIV_Williams:
::Waits nervously in the TL::

CO_Adamson:
Randi:  That is fine.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
*CO* Understood.

CIV_Williams:
Computer: Halt Tourbo Lift and return to OPS

Dvari:
::slaps it again and again hard:: XO: Todd, wake up!

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Please catch up with Cmdr Williams...  Your to stay with him until we find out what is going on.

FCO_O`Guinn:
CTO: Through the ventilation system Tio. If the gas is orderless it wouldn't be detected till it is too late.

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
*SO* Please come to sickbay, I am replicating the necessary drug.

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: Don't worry, I'm working here for now.  I don't think our goal is to hunt the opponent physically, but rather to outmaneuver him.

SO_Shiar:
:: heads for sb sickbay::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::runs after the CIV catching up:: CIV: Sir the CO says I am to stay with you until we find out what is going on.

Randi:
::leans over and whispers to Tio::  Tio:  I am going to hold onto your tail just in case another one of those attacks happens.

ADM_Skyler:
Capt: Also, place Sickbay under guard until we can assure Commander Richmond's Safety

Capt_Adelphi:
ADM: aye sir

CIV_Williams:
FCO: Understood

CIV_Williams:
Computer: Resume to Sickbay

CO_Adamson:
*CIV*:  George when the antidote is found, please use Shiar as the test case.  His logical mind will be a great asset.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
*CO* I have finished replication of the drug, I am waiting for your science officer to arrive to be the first test subject.

EO_Jones:
::finishes going through the sensor logs:: CEO:  I'm not picking up anything on the sensor logs.  What else can we examine?

Dvari:
Nurse: What about those test results?

OPS-O`Guinn:
::watches Patrick run out...stands there listening to all the conversation trying not to get in anyone's way...goes over and checks what is on a monitor::

Randi:
::grabs Tio's tail and hangs on for dear life::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Tries to smile.:: Randi: I appreciate that, but it really isn't necessary.  ::Flexes claws.::  I'll be fine.

CO_Adamson:
*SBCSO* :Understood.  Contact him to go to Sickbay.

SO_Shiar:
:: arrives at sickbay::

ADM_Skyler:
CO: captain, you're with me

OPS-O`Guinn:
::punches a few buttons bringing up any thing that might help::

CIV_Williams:
*CO* Understood Captain.  ::Annoyed at haviong a shadow::

Randi:
::nods but hangs on anyway::

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: why was it I was chosen sir?

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  Aye Sir.  OPS:  Please join us.

Nurse:
Dvari: Almost completed.

OPS-O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am.

Dvari:
::nods::

CEO_Woo:
EO: I really don't know. We've reviewed the sensor logs, I don't see where anything would be recorded anywhere else besides that... heh, we might as well try and see if anyone someone remembers anything, ask them one by one

SO_Shiar:
:: walks towards SB CSO::

CIV_Williams:
::Arrives at SIckbay:: Dvari: Report

Dvari:
::sees the CIV:: CIV: Commander...well...

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Sir what do you this?

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Because I think your best for the job.  I'm going to use your Vulcan half.  I need a calm and logical mind for this.  This is volunteer Lt.  You don't have to.

ADM_Skyler:
Capt: you have control of things in here, keep me posted> Let's go Angel ::exits the room::

Capt_Adelphi:
::Nods:: Aye Admiral

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: i'm up for it

Dvari:
CIV: Commander Richmond is still unconscious...the tests are almost completed.

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  SHannon, I want you to monitor communications between the Ynes and the station.  The Ynes is going to be our mobile command post.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::loads a hypospray:: SO: Good thing I started my career as a doctor. Hold still. ::hypos him with the drug::

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Good luck then Lt.

OPS-O`Guinn:
CO: From here or from there?

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Sir what do you make of this?

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  From the Ynes.  ::smiles::

CIV_Williams:
Dvari: Anyway we can prevent this, keep a person conscious during the attack

OPS-O`Guinn:
::nods:: CO: Yes ma'am. ::follows the Admiral and CO out::

Dvari:
CIV: I honestly don't know Commander.

SO_Shiar:
SB CSO: what's in it and what will it do?

CO_Adamson:
::walks beside the Adm.:: Adm:  What do you think Fox ?

CIV_Williams:
Dvari: Any other similarities between Todd and the Deceased.

ADM_Skyler:
CO: something is drastically wrong here and I intend to find out what it is

FCO_O`Guinn:
::walks around SiB trying to stay out of the way::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: If this works you will remain conscious and remember what happened before the next flash... ::wonders if that came out right::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::walks behind the two::

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  I'm with you on that.

Dvari:
CIV: The missing hemaglobin is all we've found so far.

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  Shannon, tell me what happened with you when the flashes occured.

SO_Shiar:
SB CSO: ok

OPS-O`Guinn:
CO: I don't have a clue ma'am.

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: what do you want me to do if it works?

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: Interesting weapon, this chemical.  Could make someone forget they were in danger, make them unprepared for what is to come.

CEO_Woo:
EO: Perplexing...

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Report to me and the Admiral right away.

CIV_Williams:
Dvari: All right, any thing you find I want to know right away.

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Sir?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: I am worried if you are the only one who remembers, will we think you are crazy?

EO_Jones:
::moves over to join him::

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Gather as much information you can, try not to let anyone else get killed.

Randi:
Tio:  Yes, and other things besides this could happen.  I don't like this at all Tio.

Dvari:
CIV: Yes Commander

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: Neither do I, not one bit...

CIV_Williams:
::Wishes he had paid closer attention in his medical classes::

CEO_Woo:
EO: Oh, no, dont' get me wrong, I haven't found anything... that's what's perplexing...

CIV_Williams:
FCO: I am walking up to OPS, going to see whats out there that may be causing this, are you coming.

ADM_Skyler:
CO: I was planetside when they called me about an emergency. Not very often do they have a red alert on a space station

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: yessir. wont i need something to prove i'm not mad?

CIV_Williams:
::Heads for the door::

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Agreed.  It's very frustrating to say the least.

CTO_Ayidee:
Computer: Display list of evidence we've discovered on main view screen.

SO_Shiar:
SB CSO: it worries me as well

Dvari:
::looks over as Williams leaves::

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Aye sir. ::walks with the Cmdr::

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  I was docking during the Red Alert.  I never seen a station at Red Alert before.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
SO: Well... the sensor logs should be the proof in the pudding... ::smiles::

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Use a holocam to record what is going on.

CIV_Williams:
FCO: If I seem a little annoyed, its not you LT, its being a suspect when you haven't done anything wrong that bothers me.

ADM_Skyler:
Especially On My Space Station

OPS-O`Guinn:
::checks my equipment to make sure it's recording properly::

SO_Shiar:
SB CSO: if they're not wiped

Randi:
::looks at the vents suspiciously, wondering if it will happen again::

CIV_Williams:
::Walks through the Prominade as he is heading to OPS::

Dvari:
::holds Todd's hand and smiles sweetly::

CO_Adamson:
Adm:  There is something you should know about my trip.  I've found Michael alive..

FCO_O`Guinn:
CIV: Understood sir, it would be a bit unsettli***

ACTION: There is a flash.  Everyone comes to a standstill except Shiar, who can see everyone is in a catatonic state, courtesy of the gas.

SO_Shiar:
::picks up holocam and starts recording::

SO_Shiar:
SELF: god

CIV_Williams:
::Breaks into a run, heading for the stairs to the next level::

SO_Shiar:
:: leaves sickbay and looks around::

CIV_Williams:
::Arives at the next level, still on a dead run::

SO_Shiar:
:: detects something:: COMP:emergancy transport ::enters co-ordinates::

SO_Shiar:
:: materialises on next level and sees someone running, makes chase::

SO_Shiar:
CIV: hey, stop right there :: pulls out phaser and sets to stun::

SO_Shiar:
:: sees no response so fires::

CIV_Williams:
::Ducks around a corner, and into a Jefferies tube unseen, and goes up another level::

ACTION: Shiar misses, as Williams ducks around a corner

SO_Shiar:
:: keeps up chase but loses him::

SO_Shiar:
:: checks tricorder and finds him again, makes chase through jefferies tubes::

CIV_Williams:
::Finds a Tall Blonde Lt in a science Uniform, still Catatonic and grabs her::

ACTION: As Shiar approaches Williams, he notices that 2 small lines are protruding from his neck into the jugular vein of a poor expendable extra.  red cells are transferring through the tubes

SO_Shiar:
:: fires again::

SO_Shiar:
:: follows lines with eyes::

SO_Shiar:
SELF: what the...

CIV_Williams:
::Slightly stunned, he stumbles but catches himself::

CIV_Williams:
::Turns toward Shiar::

SO_Shiar:
CIV: oi!

SO_Shiar:
:: sets phaser to heavy stun and fires::

ACTION: Heavy stun has little effect

CIV_Williams:
::Throws the blonde at the SO::

SO_Shiar:
:: catches blonde and moves her out of way::

SO_Shiar:
:: amazed goes in and hits Civ::

ACTION: Brute force has little effect

CIV_Williams:
::Grabs Shiar and holds him up in the air:: SO: You shouldn't interfere

SO_Shiar:
Self: oh crap

SO_Shiar:
:: kicks at CIV::

SO_Shiar:
:: grabs above tubes and does flippy thing::

CIV_Williams:
SO: your mine now.  ::Projects the tubes into the SO::

SO_Shiar:
:: sets phaser to kill:: CIV: interfere with what?

CIV_Williams:
::Grabs at the phaser, and attempts to crush it::

SO_Shiar:
SELF: ow CIV: forgive me  :: fires::

ACTION: The point blank shot sends Williams crashing to the floor.

SO_Shiar:
SELF: what the hell?

ACTION: Suddenly a grey mist appears from within Williams, and, screaming, makes its way to the hull of the station.

CIV_Williams:
::Lays motionless on the ground::

ACTION: The rest of the station starts to come round

CTO_Ayidee:
::Shakes head.::  Self: How did I get here?

CO_Adamson:
::begins shaking her head.:: Adm/OPS:  What ??????

SO_Shiar:
:: goes to CIV and checks pulse::

ADM_Skyler:
*Adelphi* Report!

EO_Jones:
::blinks:: Self:  What the ...

Dvari:
::falls against the biobed still holding her husband's hand:: Self: Huh?

OPS-O`Guinn:
::shakes head and looks around:: CO: I think it happened again.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::shakes head starts looking around for the CIV::

ACTION: The mist screams and shoots down the corridor, finally exiting out of one of the walls into space

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: Randi, what happened?  Are you allright?

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: i think you should come and look at this

Randi:
;:looks down and realizes she isn't holding Tio's tail::  Tio:  It has happened again!

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  Shiar Report ?

CO_Adamson:
*SO*:  We will be right there.  Where are you ?

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::shakes head and wonders what just happened.... "Why am I in sickbay?"::

CO_Adamson:
::motions for the Adm and the OPS O to follow her.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::taps comm badge:: *CO*: O'Guinn to Captain Adamson.

SO_Shiar:
:: sends co-ordinates to OPS::

Capt_Adelpi:
*ADM* Unknown sir....

CO_Adamson:
*FCO*:  Adamson here Lt.

ADM_Skyler:
::Follows the CO::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::follows along still trying to figure out what is going on::

CTO_Ayidee:
Randi: How did we get to Operations?  What is this list of names here?

CEO_Woo:
::pushes himself off of the console:: EO: What happened?

EO_Jones:
::looks around her, very confused::

EO_Jones:
CEO:  I have no idea

Randi:
Tio:  I don't know... ::looks around blankly::

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  SHannon have you received the coordinates yet ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Ma'am I don't know how but Cmdr. Williams has disappeared. ::looks at the tricorder::

CO_Adamson:
::heads for the nearest TL.::  FCO:  Have the computer locate him.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::shrugs, goes to a doctor:: Doctor: I must be here for a reason... did someone order me here?

OPS-O`Guinn:
::checks tricorder:: CO: Aye ma'am. ::turns it around and shows them to her::

ADM_Skyler:
*Computer* Location Commander Williams

Dvari:
::looks around sickbay:: Nurse: Did you just say something?

SO_Shiar:
*SB CSO*: get a medical team up here now

FCO_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Aye ma'am.

Computer:
Skyler: Commander Williams is on deck 12.

ADM_Skyler:
CO: Talk to me

Doctor:
CSO: Nope. Not that I know of.

ADM_Skyler:
TL: Deck 12

FCO_O`Guinn:
Computer: Location of Commander George Williams.

CO_Adamson:
::enters the TL:: ADM:  Those are the same coordinates that Lt Shair just gave me.

Nurse:
Dvari: I can't remember ma'am. ::looks confused::

SO_Shiar:
:: goes to holocam and picks it up::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::shrugs:: Doctor: Ok... see ya around Doc....::winks at him::

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  Let Patrick know what is going on and have him meet us on deck 12.

Randi:
Tio:  Where did everyone go?

ADM_Skyler:
*SBCTO* Lt Cmdr Farrell, I want a Full Security Detail to seal off Deck 12

OPS-O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am.

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::exits sickbay and goes to ops::

CO_Adamson:
::feels the TL stop and gets out.::

Ferrell:
*Skyler* On it, sir.

OPS-O`Guinn:
*FCO*: Patrick meet us on Deck 12 that seems to be where the Commander is.

ADM_Skyler:
*CTO* Lt Ayidee, I want you to Co ordinate with Commander Ferrell in Security Deployment

SO_Shiar:
*CO*: i need a doctor up here

FCO_O`Guinn:
*OPS*: Aye on my way.

Dvari:
::squeezes Todd's hand:: XO: We'll get through this dearest. I just need you to wake up.

CO_Adamson:
::Begins walking down the hallway.  Sees a body on the floor.::

ADM_Skyler:
::stops behind CO::

CO_Adamson:
::Runs over.:: SO:  Lt what happened ?

CTO_Ayidee:
*ADM*: Uh, yes sir.  Coordinate to what end?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::takes off running entering the nearest TL: Computer: Deck 12 ::feels the TL moving::

CO_Adamson:
::Bends down to check Cmdr Williams.::

SB_CSO_Ladd:
::arrives in Ops, and goes back to SCI I::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::stops back a bit so as not to be in the way::

ACTION: Williams goes into VFib

CTO_Ayidee:
Commander Ferrel: I have teams on the Huron ready, do you need their assistance?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits TL:: runs down the corridor spotting Shannon and the CO runs up stopping by Shannon:: OPS: What is going on lass?

CO_Adamson:
::begins to give CPR.::

CIV_Williams:
::Suddenly goes Rigid::

ADM_Skyler:
::Grabs a Med Tricorder:: CO: He's in V-Fib

OPS-O`Guinn:
::points:: FCO: That...we just got here so I don't know what is happening for sure.

Dvari:
::gets no reaction but suddenly feels very strange herself::

SO_Shiar:
:: hands CO holocam:: CO: he went crazy while everyone else was frozen. i had to shoot him. then a grey mist floated from him and out of the ship

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Grey mist ?  Are you saying he was possessed ?  1 one thousand, 2 one thousand...

ADM_Skyler:
ACTION: Med Teams transport on site

Dvari:
Nurse: I don't feel so well, can you......::slumps against the bed::

CO_Adamson:
::keeps up with the chest compression.::

SO_Shiar:
CO: i guess

Will George live through this?  Will Todd ever come round?  Will Tio ever realise that Randi has had her eye on his fur in order to make a nice fur coat?  Find out in next week's installment.........
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